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Fieldwork on mines in northeastern Yunnan, 5. – 16. October 2017 

滇东北古代矿业遗址考查，2017年10月5日到16日 

金兰中、李晓岑、刘培峰 Nanny Kim, Li Xiaocen, Liu Peifeng   

金兰中，2017年12月18日稿本 

Objectives: There are indications of important silver mines in northeastern Yunnan in addition to the 

known sites of Lema and Kuangshan.  

Of these, the importance of the Jinsha Mines 金沙廠, which also produced some copper, is relatively 

well established. Records on taxation that suggest relatively high productivity. The most specific 

information appears in the 1804 gazetteer of Yongshan District that mentions some 30 workings. The 

site with high certainty is the present-day village Jinshachang, some 35 km from Lianfeng. 

The locations and importance of the other sites are uncertain. Tongchangpo 銅廠坡 nor far from 

either Yiliang or Kuixiang is recorded as a place name in the 1720s and as a silver mine by 1830. 

Garnier recorded information on important silver mines on the Co-kouy River (Luozehe?) not far 

from Zhaotong, which reportedly used to employ 1200 men just to work the drainage pumps. 

Research on the basis of available maps suggest several possible locations in Yiliang District, but 

could not locate any location still called Tongchangpo.  

Dayingchang 大银厂 and Xiaotongchang 小铜厂 are place names recorded in the 1761 gazetteer of 

Dongchuan Prefecture as located west of the Jinshajiang. Sources suggest no connection to mining. 

The names still occur on maps of the early Twentieth century, and Dayinchang is an existing place 

name at an open pit mine that is visible on the satellite image of 2015. When Yang Yuda and Nanny 

Kim visited Qianxinzhen (formerly Daqiao) in 2016, we found a few remains of extremely lavish 

guild temples, documenting an outstanding importance of this town on the road that links Huili and 

Dongchuan. The nearby Mianhuadi 棉花地 silver mines would not fully explain this importance, as 

transport out of the mines bypasses the town. The Huili trade could be an explanation, but also 

appeared not fully satisfactory. It therefore appeared important to pursue the possibility of further 

important mines in the vicinity for which the Dayinchang and Xiaotongchang are the most probable 

candidates. 

The aim of the trip was the locating and the collection of information and findings on silver and 

copper mines in Yiliang, at the Jinsha Mines, and at Dayinchang. As Mr. Zhaong Xiaoming of the 

Qiaojia Cultural relics office had mentioned quite large copper mines at to sites in Qiaojia just south 

of the Lema Silver Mines and this location was on the way from Zhaotong to Dayinchang, a stop was 

added here. 
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2017.10.05 (Thu): Kunming-Zhaotong-Yiliang 昆明-昭通-彝良 

We reached Zhatong about 1:30 and met Ding Changfen 丁长芬, an archaeologist and the director 

of the Zhaotong Museum, and Mr. Li, a retired member of the Relics Office of Chaoyang District. 

Mr. Li told us what he knew about copper mines in his district: That there were some, none of which 

was important and most of which were not reallz dated. He mentioned Dazhai and Sayu County. He 

confirmed that the exploitations in Sayu were not far from Maolinjie, according to him dating to the 

1990s. His information confirmed the sites that we had visited in 2007. 

Director Ding contacted Mr. Lu Hanyun 禄汉云, a retired member of the Relics Office of Yiliang. 

We saw the ancient history exhibition at the new museum, which shows an impressive number and 

quality of objects, and is also well-presented. 

Reached Yiliang in the early evening. 

2017.10.06 (Fri): Tongchanggou copper smelting and Huangmukuai zinc and silver smelting 

sites, Yiliang 彝良县铜厂沟、黄木块 

We met Mr. Lu at 8 am. He was in poor health but pleased to share his knowledge. He started off 

with copper mines, stating that there were numerous sites, none of which were important, and in many 

cases identified only by the place name with no known remains. He also mentioned some graves 

(location unclear), and a silver smelting site near the Mining Plant. He contacted Mr. Zhu Renwen to 

take us around and guided us to the latter’s place.  

Zhu Renwen 朱仁文, 71 sui, born in the year of the dog, Miaozu, from Tongchanggou mainly knows 

about Tongchanggou. He confirmed copper smelting sites and workings, several of 1958 and the 

Republican period, one of the Qing, but no known temples. His wife arranged for what turned out 

their son-in-law and daughter to drive us. After a while and after having breakfast they turned up with 

a very new and large car.  

About 10 am headed off for Tongchanggou. Drove south on the east bank of the Luozuehe. Stopped 

once shortly after Xinchang 新场 to point out remains on the slope west of the river (Nanny forgot 

what remains).  
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The Tongchanggou valley. With the Luozehe on the left and Zhongzhai village well visible east of Tongchanggou, with 

the abandoned village on two ridges above. 

Continued past Maoping 毛坪 (Luozehe 洛泽和镇) and turned into a track into a small eastern side-

valley. Mr. Zhu could give no name to the stream in this valley. Driving about 5 km up, he stopped 

several times to point out sites of mining and smelting of 1958 and a gallery worked during the 

Republican period.  

At a barrier, we had to leave the car within sight of Zhongzhai 中寨 village. The valley continues to 

ascend fairly steeply. Zhongzhai 中寨 is a Miao village, with only 1 Han family by the name of Yang. 

The old lady was in, but her husband had gone to Kunming. The village had been moved from a nose 

further up that had become unstable only a few years ago. About 1 km above the village and just past 

the abandoned village, the valley forks into a nrothern and a southern arm. Just into the northern arm 

and where a small side-stream descends from the north, we came upon the spot of old slags. Partly 

reddish and very glassified. Thickness of layer unclear, but probably within 30 cm, extending about 

8 m along the trail. The slags are visible on the walking trail only. Nothing to be seen in the terrassed 

maize fields, ca. 1-1.7 m above the path, or in the small stream about 4 m below. The steep overgrown 

slope between the path and the stream could not be checked.  

GPS measurements by Peifeng: N 27°32.1305, E 104°01.9326, 1258 m 

 

Li Xiaocen and Zhu Renwen at the 

copper smelting site and exposed slags 

in the path. 

 

Some or most of the site might 

have been covered by soil under 

the terrassed fields or eroded 

down the valley. Nevertheless the 

site appears small. The gallery 

may or may not be connected. 

Locals have no knowledge about 

this mine, therefore date it to the 

Qing. In fact, any date before 

local memory is possible. 

Found a gallery going some 15 m 

into the rock at the east of the stream, only some 50 m from the smelting site. It was unknown to Mr. 

Zhu, but appeared recent to Nanny. 

   

Mining gallery, entrance and interior. Photos by Liu Peifseng. 
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On the way down went by Tongchanggou village. No new information. 

Drove down to Maoping, and we decided to go on to the mining plant, rented a car from Maoping, 

departing about 3 pm 

 

View down Tongchanggou village from Zhongzhai. 

 

 

Maoping town on the 

Luozehe. 

Liu Peifeng 

eventually managed 

to hire a car and we 

headed out about 3 

pm. The plant turned 

out to be a good 5 km 

further up the 

Luozehe valley, on 

the eastern slope. 

Asked a fellow 

around 60 sitting at 

the single house at the 

roadside right 

opposite the plant. He 

said that the old 

mines were Laomingcao 老明槽 on the eastern slope, high up on the very steep slope, and there were 

also mines up on the western slope above us, at Huangmukuai 黄木块 some 8 km along a driving 

track.  
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Above: Li Xiaocen on the slope above Zhujiaying facing the 

slope above the mining plant (Photo by Liu Peifeng). 

Left: The northern end of this slope identified as Laomingcao 

(“old open workings”) by informants. 

We decided to try the Western slope. Drove up to 

Erpingzi 二坪子, where the concrete track ends and 

the track got too bad and narrow for the car. Upon 

asking for the way to Huangmukuai, some people 

mentioned slags that one of them had at their yard. The 

small heap definitely consisted of lead smelting slags. 

It turned out that they had bought them from 

Huangmukuai. Mr. Liu (ca. 48, a villager of Erpingzi 

who works part time at the mines) agreed to drive us 

up in his mianbaoche. Huangmukuai sits on the 

southern rim of an amphitheatre-shaped milder 

section of the mountain flank. Mr. Liu drove through 

the small village to a huge reddish zinc-smelting dump. 

He dates it to some 60 years old, because he is almost 

50 and has not seen smelting. He had not heard about 

silver smelting. After ringing somebody, however, he 

pointed out some maize fields not far below. Also 

explained that the village on the slope north of this 

bay-like slope is Zhujiaying 朱家营 . The zinc-

smelting cones lying around were relatively large and therefore probably recent, but the size of the 

dump did not suggest recent exploitation. Liu Peifeng went back to the village to find more 

information, I followed but missed him, ended up asking an elderly man sitting in his courtyard right 

above the track with his little dog. Mr. Yi Fuzhang 易富章 (68 years old, the family came from 

Jiangxi 6 generations ago and has been involved in zinc smelting since 5 generations ago) told me 

that the zinc mines would be at least 200 years old.  
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View across the zinc smelting dump onto Huangmukuai. 

       

Remains on the zinc smelting dump: Debris in close-up; layer of debris with retorts in the upper layer; retorts. 

Heading back to meet the others, I caught up with Peifeng, and we figured that we would make best 

use of the remaining daylight with one of us should continue talking to Yi Fuzhang, while the others 

looked for the silver smelting site. Peifeng met Xiaocen, while I stumbled past and right down to what 

turned out to be the silver smelting site. Asked an elderly couple harvesting maize, understood little 

of their answer but learnt that the mines and more smelting sites were at Guanyinshan beyond their 

village. 

In the meantime, Peifeng had also met Mr. Zhu Kuaiyou 朱快友, 64 sui, of Zhujiaying, who knew 

about the silver smelting site etc. Caught up with them on the track. 

Xiaocen came heading down to the smelting site with Mr. Yi Fuzhang, who was going to show us the 

silver smelting site. We all met and headed there, actually in the maize fields, with the elderly couple 

also joining. Decided to come back the next day. 
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Mr. Liu, a villager of Zhujiaying, Mr. Yin Fuzhang, Li Xiaocen and Liu Peifeng on the site of silver smelting slags below 

Zhujiaying. 

 

View towards Zhujiaying from the zinc smelting dump. The track on the slope leads to Guanyinshan. 

    

Lead/silver-smelting slags in the corn field below 

Zhujiaying. 

Xiaocen’s conversation with Mr. Yi 

Fuzhang (68 years old): Family from Taihe 

xian 6 generations ago, used to smelt silver, 

his father still smelted zinc and also some 

silver, he himself was not involved. The 

village is entirely Han, and mainly consists 

of 4 family names. They used to work the 

zinc (and silver) because salt was very dear, 

they would sell their zinc to Yibin and return 

with salt and other goods. When they needed 
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to go to Yiliang, they used to set out before daylight and would be back home in after dark. 

Mr. Liu drove us all the way back to Yiliang, which we reached at 5:30 pm. 

2017.10.07 (Sat): Zinc and silver mining and smelting sites at Huangmukuai, Zhujiaying and 

Guanyinshan in Yiliang 彝良黄木块 

Arranged with Mr. Liu of Erpingzi to meet again at 9 am. Got to the turnoff up to Erpingzi by public 

transport and walked up to Liu’s house. Drove right up to Zhujiaying. Zhu Kuaiyou turned up from 

his fields, his wife, called an older relative (71 years old), who lives in the next house, more 

neighbours turned up Zhu’s granddaughter, a couple of young guys, and 2 young children.  

   

Conversation in the Zhus’ courtyard, and a piece of oxidized zinc ore of Guanyinshan. 

Zhu Youkuai and old Mr. Zhu provided the following information: Zhujiaying has about 300 

inhabitants, with Zhu the almost exclusive family name. The Zhu family came from Beichong in 

Zhenxiong 5 generations ago. They are still in contact with the Beichong Zhus; the latter have a 

genealogy. 

Both Zhu’s had been professional zinc smelters, old Zhu for 40 years. They were vague about the 

silver smelting site, had never seen silver smelting, no furnaces, no shatiao. All they had heard that 

silver was extracted from lead. They were very specific about zinc smelting. “Horse trough furnaces” 

were used that were loaded with 2 rows of retorts, 20 to 50 retorts in a row, filled with 20 kg of ore, 

ground to the size of a pea, and some additives. 1 retort would produce between 1.2 and 4 kg of zinc. 

The coal came from coal mines right above the smelting site, the ore from Guanyinshan. They 

explained the ventilation system at the bottom of the smelters. In earlier times, retorts used to be 

smaller, they showed diameters of almost 40 cm for the late retorts, 20 cm for older ones, the latter 

were flat-bottomed and had a charge of about 10 kg. 

Zhu Kuaiyou got out a piece of ore, not from here, while the young relative brought two pieces from 

Guanyinshan, crystalline and full of holes. 

Old Zhu asserted that there were silver-smelting slags at Guanyinshan, so we set off, guided by Zhu 

Kuaiyou who was very doubtful, probably mainly concerned that it would be too far for us to walk. 
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Heading up to Guanyinshan, Liu Peifeng, Li Xiaocen and Zhu Youkuai.    Guanyinshan village. 

Guanyinshan is some 350 height metres above Zhujiayiang on the ridge, facing northeast across the 

Luozehe valley. A driving track leads up but is not passable by cars. Slags evident in soil before the 

first house of the village. Distributed relatively evenly through a layer that is up to 2 m in the visible 

recent cut by the driving track. Also on the walking track below for about 100 m to 150 into the first 

fields on the nose below the village.  

Visited 梅春银 in the first house, 51 years old, his wife, daughter, son-in-law and 3 kids. Ancestors 

had come from Yiliang, story unclear, 6 generations ago. Connection to mining, but zinc rather than 

silver and some generations back. Heard a story that Guanyinshan used to have 38 streets and 72 

alleys 三十八条街、七十二条巷. Now 35 families, about 160 persons. Seems that only the Meis 

and another family named Chen are left over from the mining period Used to be quite large. No 

knowledge of temples or when the mines flourished. Workings were near 

the village, some smaller surface workings all around, and several 

galleries, now all blocked up. Apparently under or in the limestone layer. 

Not very clear.  

They brought up a story that the people who ran the mines reported to the 

emperor that the silver mines were exhausted, so that they would not have 

to pay taxes. When they came back, it turned out that the silver ores were 

in fact exhausted. 

Guanyinshan also used to be called Yinlushan (“Silver smelters”). 

Zhu Kuaiyou mentioned on the way that the ore at the surface was poor, 

but got better as you got into the mountain, with both oxidized and 

suphurized ores. 

Had lunch at Mei’s house and walked back. 

Site of old slags: Slags distributed evenly in layer of soil, no clear layer, 

distribution quite thin. N 27 30.7735 E 103 58.7145, 1774 m 

 

Lead/silver-smelting slags in the soil at Guanyinshan. 
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Back down, Xiaocen went to Huangmukuai for further interviews, while Peifeng and me attempted a 

quick assessment of the dimensions of the zinc smelting site. Above the top end and to the south are 

coal mines. The site extends for over 200 m in length, forming a hill in the bay-like slope between 

two mountain spurs. Thickness reaches over 10 m at the lower centre where the driving track cuts 

through the area. A layer between 30 cm and 1 m extend considerably further down, with the entire 

slope looking disturbed. Two erosion gullys in the main dump do not expose the bottom below. 

Upper end of the dump: N°27 30.2210, E°103 59.0320, height 1388 m 

 

View NE from the ridge just below Guanyinshan, onto Guanfang and the mining slope behind the plant, with Maoping 

and Tongchanggou valley just visible in the next river bend. 
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View south along the Luozehe valley from the same ridge. 
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View down the dump from the top end. 

Li Xiaocen interviewed a villager of about 60 years in Huangmukuai: His family had also come 6 

generations ago, were zinc smelting or mining workers, he himself was not. Moved down from 

Guanyinshan 4 years ago. Adamant that zinc smelting ended 40 years ago. [which is in contradiction 

with the statements of the Zhu’s who should know because they were involved. Appears however 

that the scale of recent smelting was relatively modest]. Mentioned that they used to use horses to 

carry things, but could no longer after liberation, only learnt to use horses again some 20 years ago. 
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The sites around Huangmukuai. Purple areas: slag dumps. Red area: Laomingcao (historic open or collapsed mines).  

 

The slope opposite Huangmukuai on the eastern bank of the Luozehe, which is presently exploited for zinc and lead and 

the most probable site of the historic silver mines of Yiliang. Red area: Laomingcao (historic open or collapsed mines). 

 

2017.10.08 (Sun): Longjie in Yiliang 彝良 龙街 

Hired a car for the day to go to Longjie. Left Yiliang about 8 am. The Luozehe valley is narrow 

throughout, forms a gorge between sheer cliffs between a small tributary not far south of the mining 

plant and Pengjiapo 彭家坡, with a bend where a tributary joins from the east in a tectonic valley at 
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the town of Shuinichang 水泥厂.  

Yuanbaocun 元宝村 is near the top of the ascent up the eastern slope of the river. Got there about 

9:30. The village used to be called Luozehe and has been renamed recently. 

Peifeng’s GPS: N° 27 30.2659, E° 103 59.1021, 1350 m 

 

View from the slope just above Yuanbaocun over the top end of the village south, with the Luozehe valley to the right. 

Asked at the village government, where the young and muscular official recommended looking for 

Li Daigao 李代高 56 sui. Found him in a small workshop tending to a harrow. He knew about the 

sulphur mine and took up op the slope where iron smelting had been carried on until fairly recently 

(about 1990?). Two rows of sulphur smelters used to be in operation, using the same technology as 

in the old times. Remains of a square structure formed two 

walls in the corner of a maize field, walls ca 2.5 m, with a 

rectangular groove about 60 cm from the present field level 

and 50 cm wide. The receiving end of this channel according 

to xxx was a little house with water about 4-5 m further up the 

hill. The furnace would be filled with 3-4 tons of ore and coal 

(the coal came from Guizhou), distillation took a week, no 

ventilation required. The sulphur mines were about 1 km away 

towards the steep end of the slope (location specific). Iron ore 

was (and probably is still being worked) a little way further up 

the slope; numerous abandoned structures of the iron mines, 

ore storage, and sorting possibly wet treatment facilities.  

 

Mr. Li Daigao. 
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The wall remains of the sulphur smelter seen from the corn field; and sulphur crystals that had formed on an old dump. 

On the way down right behind some of these buildings Li Daigao pointed out a dump of silver 

smelting slags. The heap was compact, with crystal growth in the overhanging section (similar to the 

dump at Xiaogongmiao in Mingguang, Tengchong), established depth about 80 cm but probably more. 

The heap was cut into in the course of digging the path, its existing extent is at least ca. 8 m long 

along the slope, lower and upper ends disturbed due to buildings. 
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The heap of silver smelting slags, and whitish cristalline formations in the protected cavities of the slag heap. 

 

Yuanbaoshan village above the Luozehe. 

 

We continued to Longjie to visit the several villages with Yinchang in their names and that Mr. Lu 

had mentioned as possible silver-mining sites. Reached Longjie about 12:00, where it happened to be 

market day. 

Yinchangpo being the village nearest to the town, we went there first. Younger people told us to look 

for the grandfather in the white house. Met Mr. Zhang (in his 60s) at lunch with his son (in his 40s). 

Their family had come 10 generations ago, unclear from where, 

first mentioned Huguang, then Fujian, then said probably 

Wenzhou. There had been silver mines but this was a very long 

time ago. There used to be a Xianshuimiao and a Guanyinmiao. 

Yinchangpo village is exclusively Han, most have the family name 

Zhang, there used to be two directors (guanshi 管事 ) and an 

official. Longjie is also mostly Han. 

Mr. Zhang knew where the mines and the smelting site was and 

agreed to take us there. Returned in direction of Longjie to the low 

ridge between the upper end of Longjiexiang and Yinchangpo, 

with three karst cones. Stopped at a transformer station and headed 

down the slope a little way. Met another elderly villager, who came 

along for a little while.  

 

 

Mr. Zhang. 
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Peifeng with people near the top of the ridge above the mining slope. 

Coming out of the bush we were looking along a very disturbed slope. Mr. Zhang pointed out 

workings and told us that part of the slope collapsed only a few years ago because of the old workings. 

Had a look at the workings just below, clearly old and exposed because of earlier rockfalls. Two 

further places along the slope, one smaller, the other considerably larger. There was a story about 

water from these larger workings, which I didn’t understand.  

The workings are evidently extensive, and in the limestone layer. 

 

Old workings exposed by 

erosion 

 

Went on back to the road 

and down near the rubbish 

dump. Some 40 m below 

the road along a young pine 

forest Mr. Zhang told us 

that all along there used to 

be silver smelting slags. 

Now some coal and stuff 

that looked like zinc 

smelting slags. Coal 

useless, according to Mr. 

Zhang. After a good long 

while we still hadn’t found 

any slags but finally 

understood that the slope 

had been dug up for zinc 
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ore during the Great Leap, lots of shallow pits, the ore had been taken away, not smelted on site. No 

exploitation since.  

 

View along the slope, with several collapsed sections. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Entrance to an old working exposed by a recent 

rockfall. 
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Part of the slope of the historic slag dump, disturbed by smelting during the Great Leap and probably recently. 

Back on the road we hit on two men and a woman going to the market at Longjie, Zhang Guoping 张

国平 (49) and Zhang Guozhao 张国照 (52). When asked about the old silver mines they said that 

they knew a place where there were slags left. Talked them into showing us. Old Mr. Zhang went off 

to the market with some family members, so did the woman, while the younger Zhangs took us to 

their village, Houzhai, at the end of a track leading along and down the slope from the transformer 

station.  
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View from the mining slope down the valley. Houzhai is behind the knob to the right. 

 

At the slag dump outside the first house of Houzhai.  

  

Mr. Zhang Guozhao.     Slags and 

remains of a furnace at Houzhai. Photos by Peifeng. 

At the entrance of the village near a recently built house they showed us a small dump of glassy slags. 

The Zhangs have no knowledge of who smelted these and when. From their elders they know about 

the site of a furnace or hearth nearby, but there is nothing to be seen now. 

Their ancestors came from Jiangxi, 10 generations ago, and settled in Houzhai 8 generations ago.  

They also knew about another old site where the slags looked different. When we expressed interest, 

they changed their market plans and took there. We drove through the village and along a dirt track 
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for some 3-4 km back to the main road north of Longjie, along for a short distance, then walked in 

some 5 min and found ourselves at the edge of an extensive zinc smelting site. The Zhangs knew that 

the coal was available from a coal mine in the hills nearby, and the ore came from the workings we 

had just seen. Called Heihongshan 黑硔山. No memories about when this was worked. The zinc slags 

are heavily eroded, with the bare smooth limestone rock visible in places. The upper end is under a 

layer of soil, 0.5-1 m thick, the lower end much thicker. [Extent can be measured on satellite photo] 

 

The zinc smelting site near Longjie. 

   

The thickness of the layer in the lower parts of the dump and large debris. 
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Bedrock exposed by erosion near the top end of the dump. 

Site N 27 21.9768 E 104 06.7715, 1893 m 

The Zhangs said that their ancestors came when this land was empty, after a war, during which the 

emperor had driven the Yi out to Liangshan. Afterwards the land was available. Houshan is mostly 

Han, with only a few Yi families. 

Turned out that the Zhangs have a genealogy, so we went back to their house to photograph it. 

Handwritten by a relative, 2 copies. 

Headed back towards 5 pm. For lack of time, did not get to Yichangping and Yinchangwan, two 

further nearby villages that might be connected to silver mining and are both both near the zinc 

smelting site. 
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Sites around Longjie. 

 

The mining and the smelting slopes between Yinchangpo and Longjie. The blue-roofed building is the mosque. 
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The zinc smelting dump near Longjie. 

 


